Abstract. In this article we'll emphasize on two triangles and provide a vectorial proof of the fact that these triangles have the same orthocenter. This proof will, further allow us to develop a vectorial proof of the Stevanovic's theorem relative to the orthocenter of the Fuhrmann's triangle.
A C and Z is the symmetric of C in rapport to ' ' A B , the parallelogram's rule gives us that:
By substituting these relations in the YZ , we find:
(angles with the sides respectively perpendicular). The point ' B is the symmetric of H in rapport to AC , consequently
C is the symmetric of the point H in rapport to AB , and therefore A B C are concurrent in the center of the circle inscribed in this triangle, which will note H , and which, in conformity with Lemma 2 is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC . Let XYZ the Fuhrmann triangle of the triangle ' ' ' A B C , in conformity with Lemma 1, the orthocenter of XYZ coincides with H the orthocenter of ABC , therefore with the center of the inscribed circle in the given triangle ' ' ' A B C .
